SWIFT DLX AT

With success stories in countries across the globe, the new Suzuki Swift has embarked its journey in Pakistan. From the very
beginning of the new Swift’s development programmed, a dedicated team of Suzuki designers and engineers collaborated
extensively with automotive professionals and motoring enthusiasts in pursuit of Suzuki’s best compact car ever. Suzuki on
track of its radical programmed of innovation, to reaffirm and strengthen Suzuki’s position as a leader and innovator in
compact car segment and to yield vehicles that embody unique position of company being market leader in automobile
industry. In pursuit of this and satisfying market need of a compact car with latest technology which also meets international
mark; Suzuki Engineers went into relentless effort to come up with new Suzuki Swift and modify it according to the needs and
requirement of Pakistani customer. New Suzuki Swift has short yet impeccable history of Success, rewards and accolades. With
Car of the year awards in Australia and New Zealand, Asian countries like Japan, China and India and European countries such
as Belgium, Spain, Ireland and United Kingdom; and marked century of awards in other criteria, new Suzuki Swift is continuing
its journey of success in Pakistani Market.
Exterior
• Fog lamps add up style to the sporty look of Swift. It will help the driver to get clearer view of track.
• Swift’s Halogen Headlights not only adds up beauty to its dazzling look, it also enhances illumination because of
Halogen and prevents darkness thus increasing the life of lamp itself.
• Alloy rims help in the comfort drive and further add the beauty to Swift.
• Chromed front grille further adds the elegance with Style to the sporty look.
• Matching Powered side mirrors adds up the beauty to Swift. Side mirrors are powered and Driver can control them
from interior.
• Large, wide elegant rear bumpers and stylish tailgate further enhances the sporty look of Swift.
• Curved and stylish rear combination lamps contribute to a uniquely sporty and well integrated look.
• Rear Brake lamp is embedded in spoiler looking top of tailgate.
Interior
• The bright sporty, easy-to-read tachometer dial that has its ‘0’ mark positioned at six o’clock, where the driver’s eye
falls naturally.
• Swift’s modern and comfortable cabin is a right place for a quality audio system. CD + AM/FM tuner with USB socket.
• Four speed ladder type automatic transmission with smooth shift option makes a pleasurable experience
• Removable rear-seat Ash Tray allows you to use the space as ash tray or as a cup holder by removing the tray.
• Superior-quality seat fabric offers a refined, sporty look and feel.
• Swift is equipped with powered features such as powered side view mirrors and electric windows. Driver side arm rest
is equipped with control buttons.
• Silver chromed door handle further adds elegance with sportiness.

Performance
Quiet Cabin
Floor panels that are free of beads are combined with high-damping efficiency asphalt sheets to keep floor panel vibration to a
minimum. The driver and passengers enjoy an exceptional smooth, quiet ride even on rough road surfaces.
Low wind noise
A drag coefficient of only 0.32 is realized by aero parts such as front air dam, by the spoiler-type shape of the tailgate’s tailing
edge, and by airflow-smoothing door mirrors. The high aerodynamic efficiency promotes cabin quietness by minimizing wind
noise.
Electronic Power Steering
To enhance driving experience and to provide with efficient controlling ability, swift is equipped with technology of Electronic
Power Steering (EPS). EPS put lesser load on engine, requires no periodic maintenance and is vehicle speed sensitive. Thus it
will help you with better fuel economy, lower maintenance cost and better control on your swift.
Plenty of room for your comfort
The rear seat has a 60:40-split design and a tumble-folding function so the luggage area can be expanded quickly and easily
when necessary. Either or both sides of the rear seat can be folded almost flat and tipped forward, so you can decide how to
configure the space for.
Powerful 1.3L Engine
The new Swift is equipped with powerful 1.3Litre engine. This ensures quickest pickup, steady drive and optimum fuel
efficiency. With new Swift you get the thrill you desire.
Safety
Four wheel abs combined with EBD (Electronic brakes force distribution)
The four-wheel ABS (antilock braking system) maximizes the driver’s directional control by preventing wheel lockup during
hard brake application, even on slippery surfaces. It is supplemented by an EBD (electronic brake-force distribution) function
that adjusts the distribution of braking force to rear wheels in accordance with the weight of passengers and luggage.
Keyless entry with answerback and immobilizer
To help put Swift owners’ minds at ease, it has keyless entry with answerback function and an immobilizer system: the ignition
key is encoded for exclusive use with the immobilizer only; therefore, it is impossible to start the engine without the original
encoded ignition key.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Boot Space
L
Ground Clearance
160 mm
Kerb Weight 1050 KG
No of Doors
4 door
Overall Height 1525 mm
Overall Length 3755 mm
Overall Width 1690 mm
Wheel Base
2390 mm
STEERING
Minimum Turning Radius
4.7 m
Steering Type Rack & Pinion with Electronic Motor
FUEL ECONOMY
Mileage City 10 KM/LITER
Mileage Highway
14 KM/LITER

TRANSMISSION
Gearbox
5-speed
Transmission Type
AUTO
PERFORMANCE
Top Speed
180 KM/H
ENGINE
Cylinder Configuration In Line
No of Cylinders 4
Displacement 1328 cc
Engine Power 90 hp @ 6000 RPM
Fuel System
EFI with VVT
Fuel Type
Petrol
Torque 114 Nm @ 4000 RPM
Valve Mechanism
DOHC 16 Valves VVT
WHEELS AND TYRES
Tyres 185/60/R15
Wheel Size
15 in
PCD
4 x 100 mm
Wheel Type
Alloy wheels
CAPACITIES
Fuel Tank Capacity
Seating Capacity

43 L
5 persons

SUSPENSION
Front: Macpherson Strut & Coil Spring
Rear: Torsion beam
BRAKES
Front Ventilated Discs
Rear Drums

